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The plants in Haryana will continue to work in full capacity. Employment will remain full, there's no change in employment, Maruti Suzuki Chairman RC
Bhargava said.Maruti's plants in Haryana have an ...

Maruti Suzuki not shifting jobs, investment from Haryana to Gujarat: Chairman
Maruti Suzuki India has shifted the production of their Dzire sedan to Gujarat plant and freed up capacity at Manesar plant.

Maruti Creates Production Capacity At Manesar For Upcoming New Gen SUVs
Maruti Suzuki India Limited is working on making India's largest automotive investment. They are planning to invest up to Rs. 18,000 Crores in a new
factory that will be located in Haryana. The new ...

Maruti Suzuki to invest 18000 crores for new factory: Not shifting from Haryana to Gujarat
Entry-level prices of the i20 are set to go down as Hyundai will soon launch a new base-spec Era trim. The new variant could push the i20’s starting price
near to the Rs 6 lakh mark, putting it in the ...

Hyundai i20’s Entry-level Pricing Could Come Down To Rs 6 Lakh
Hyundai i20 Era likely to be petrol-only offeringIt would target the Tata Altroz XE and Maruti Suzuki Baleno Sigma ...
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Hyundai i20's Entry –level Pricing May be Reduced to Rs. 6 Lakh
A few Maruti Suzuki dealerships in the country are offering huge benefits across Arena and Nexa dealerships in the month of July 2021.

Discounts up to Rs 50,000 on Maruti Suzuki Alto, S-Presso, and Baleno in July 2021
BHPian Leoshashi recently shared this with other enthusiasts.This is one of the features I badly missed on the XL6, especially when other cheaper Marutis
have got it. Had vented my frustration ...

DIY: Auto-dimming IRVM installation on my Maruti Suzuki XL6
Maruti Suzuki has the highest market share in our country when it comes to automobile sales. They are known for their vast service network, reliability and
relatively low cost of maintenance. They ...

Maruti Suzuki NEXA car discounts for July 2021
India’s largest carmaker, Maruti Suzuki, has shifted the production of one of its highest-selling models, Dzire, from Haryana’s Manesar to Gujarat’s
Hansalpur. The auto giant has shifted the compact ...

Maruti Suzuki shifts Dzire production from Manesar to Gujarat: Report
The WagonR, Swift, Baleno, Vitara Brezza, Dzire, Alto, Creta, Ertiga, Eeco and Grand i10 Nios were the 10 best-selling cars in India in June 2021.

Top 10 selling cars in June 2021: WagonR, Swift, Baleno, Vitara Brezza, Dzire, Alto, Creta, Ertiga, Eeco, Nios
Maruti Suzuki has maintained its sales leadership in the market and has reported impressive triple-digit growth in June 2021. All details here.

June 2021 car sales: Maruti Suzuki reports 142% growth with over 1.24 lakh units sold
The company is maximising the efficiency of production at its two plants at Haryana and the parent Suzuki's Gujarat plant, keeping in mind the demand of
its multiple models.
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Maruti not moving jobs, investment from Haryana to Guj: Chairman
Sales of compact segment vehicles, including Swift, Celerio, Ignis, Baleno and Dzire, increased to 68,849 units last month from 20,343 cars in May.

Maruti Suzuki dispatches to dealerships jump to 1,47,368 units in June
An effortless cruiser until 2018, Maruti seems to have taken a prolonged breather since. But a raft of brand new models could end the pause — and vault
the stock back into the country’s top-ten leader ...

Maruti likely to pick up speed on bourses
Maruti Suzuki India Limited announced a price change for Swift and all CNG variants owing to increase in various input costs. The new prices are effective
from July 12, 2021.

Maruti Suzuki share price gains after auto maker hikes prices of Swift, CNG variants cars
Days after Randeep Singh Surjewala of Congress hit out at the Haryana government over Maruti's decision to move Dzire production to Gujarat, the
company has said moving the production of one model has ...

Maruti Suzuki not shifting jobs, investment from Haryana to Gujarat, says chairman RC Bhargava
Maruti not shifting jobs, investment from Haryana to Gujarat. The country's largest carmaker Maruti Suzuki India is neither shifting investments nor jobs
from Haryana to Gujarat by shifting production ...
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